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There is a 
place for you!!!!!

Join the USS Mountaineer
http://www.ussmountaineer.org

"Star Trek
speaks to some
basic human
needs: that there
is a tomorrow —
it's not all going
to be over with a
big flash and a
bomb; that the
human race is
improving; that we
have things to be proud of as humans. No,
ancient astronauts did not build the pyra-
mids — human beings built them, because
they're clever and they work hard. And
Star Trek is about those things."

It is a new year! and the USS Mountaineer
is on track and only gaining speed. We
will soon be able to fully be commissioned
and we have our crew to thank for this.
Now that it is the start of the new year we
can start to really plan out what we are all
about and what we are going to do. We
have a great ship and we are going to
show ourselves to be the pride of the
Region 1 Delta sector. So lets get active!

Recapping 2022
To move forward we must first look behind
to see where we came from This process
started in Early July 2022, it was a dream
and I do mean that in the full meaning.
Our XO  had a dream one night of starting
the ship. In this dream the ship was
named, the theme was set
As mentioned before we had talked about
this over the years and it never really
seemed to be the right time. 
But when is the right time to start some-
thing like this anyway? The dream was
mentioned to me your CO on the drive to
work and I was surprised that everything
was already planned out by this dream.
But it was the next events that setup
everything that is to come. 
In the movie and book I, Robot the theme
is introduced that says “Everything that fol-
lows is a result of what you see here”
It was that same day that just to get things
out of his head that our XO started to put
into writing everything that was in his
dream. From that the USS Mountaineer
started to take shape. Our first manual
was ready by August, our first newsletter
was ready by August. We started our
paperwork to join SFI and by October we
became a ship in shakedown cruise. And
we have continued to grow since then. As
they say with Babylon5 “A Dream given
form” and that form is the USS
Mountaineer!

What’s the issue?
Welcome to the third installment of the
Mountaineer Comms Newsletter. Our first
one was published in August 2022, our
Second one in December 2022, Now here
we are into January 2023. It is our hope
that we will have enough content and help
from our crew to be able to do this as a
monthly newsletter. We have a great deal
to be proud of. We have came so far with
the help of our great crew and our
Command Staff. We have great things
lined up for us this year. We will be doing
a lot more events and a great deal of that
will require you our crew to help. We can
see greatness in our crew just waiting to
be let out. So without a doubt we are well
on our way!

Captain there be Pets here!
We have added some of our pets to the
STARFLEET International Petfleet!

Shadow he is a black cat we believe of the
Bombay breed.

Tigger she is a Tabby cat with all the gen-
eral colors known for Tabby

Angel he is a Himalayan/Ragdoll mix

These were the feline pets added. 

But Petfleet is more than just live animals
they welcome stuffed pets as well. 

They are just as important as regular living
pets and sometimes are a replacement for
a pet.

So on that side we added

Snuggles who is a Eevee from the Poke
ball world.

Bo (AKA Rainbow) is a squishmellow
Mixed Cat and Unicorn.

Sparkles who is mini squishmellow Fox

Soon we will be submitting the next round
of stuffy pets to the list. Do you Have a pet
you want listed from us?
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Tara Speaks
Greetings Crew, civilians and visitors, I am
always facinated by the ways that people
celeberate things in the worlds we know. 

For myself I have compiled a historial
record of all the different ways that all cel-
ebrate this new time period which is called
New Year. 

It is most impressive the way that all of the
peoples we know do to celebrate this new
time. 

It is also of note to myself as I observe my
crew during this time. They seem to look
forward to this change in times yet at the
same time they are fearful of what it will
bring. Do not worry crew I will keep you
safe that is my primary job afterall. 

Spore
Humor

First Fleet Delta Sector Report
The state of Delta Sector is still secure.
We still have had no contact with the one
ship within our direct area of Delta Sector.
Requests have been sent to the command
to do a health check on her. 
The new year was a very quiet transition
so we are well aware that things are
always calm before something big and
usually bad happens. We will remain on
the watch for the possible issues that usu-
ally come up with a calm period. Beyond
that our marine contingent seems to be
settling in well. And our Security Chief
Marine Capt Clifton has started to run drills
with them and the rest of our security
crew. This was something that was much
needed. We will have much to report in
later times. For now this will be it for this
reporting period for Delta Sector.

News From the Commanders
Welcome to 2023 everyone! We are happy
to have you here with us again. 
Now that we have moved into the New
year we as your CO and XO have plans
which we are working on to really get start-
ed more things. We want to start doing
meetings first online then we may see if
we move into doing in person events for
those who can join in person but also have
a virtual event going on at the same time
for those who want to join from a distance.

We look forward to traveling with you!
Another month closer to becoming fully
commissioned! 

Promotions and Awards
Ens Jonathan Nelson Promoted to LT JG
2LT Andy Clifton Promoted to Marine Capt

Welcome New Crew!

Echo Echo Echo
No new crew to report

Birthdays
M. Capt Andy Clifton - Jan 1
Ens. Shyann Converse - Jan 4

ATTENTION ON DECK!

We the few the proud the STARFLEET
Marine Corps are calling you!

The 130th Marine Strike Group (MSG) is
on board the USS Mountaineer. 

The 130th is MSG is a Combat
Engineering group by the name of Montani
Semper which means "Always a
Mountaineer" Our motto is “For Hearth and
Home” and our slogan is “Down to Earth” 

Currently we consist of two members. 
Cmdr Stephen Richard OIC Reserve
Marine Capt. Andy Clifton DOIC Active
(For those who don't know OIC is Officer
In Charge and DOIC is Deputy Officer in
Charge) 

Do you want to be a part of the Marines?
Do you have a liking for Engineering? Do
you think have what it takes? 

See our web page at
ussmountaineer.org/sfmc

Away Mission Report
Below will be the away mission report sub-
mitted by our Ships Counselor LT. JG
Jonathan Nelson.

I, Lt. Jg. Jonathan Nelson, who attended
the event of delivering Christmas presents
to a local family, do hereby submit this fol-
lowing as my away mission report, I under-
stand that such reports will be listed as
part of the ships mission reports.

Report:
I met with
Fleet Captain
Francen and
Commander
Richard this
morning to receive the gifts and food that
were purchased by the crew for a local
family in need. After loading the gifts, I
contacted the family and let them know
that I needed to meet with them and that I
had some gifts to give them.
When I got the church that I pastor, I
unloaded the delivery and laid it out on a
table for when the family would arrive.
When the mother (shown in the photo)
arrived, I informed her that she and her
daughter had been chosen by the crew of
USS Mountaineer to receive Christmas
breakfast, dinner, and some presents. She
informed that her daughter was only going
to receive a couple of gifts because money
was so tight. In her words, "This is a
Christmas miracle. I am so grateful to this
group for caring about me and my daugh-
ter and helping make sure that my daugh-
ter has a Christmas this year."
After I helped her load everything into her
car, she wanted to make sure that I let the
crew know how thankful she is and to
"Live long and prosper"!
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Upcoming Events or meetings
Feb 8, 2023 @ 7:30 PM 
Showing Star Trek 2 and William Shatner
Clay Center, Charleston, WV

Feb 11, 2023 9:30 AM to 11:30 PM
DualCon *Table reserved*
Charleston Convention Center 
Charleston, WV

March 8, 2023 @ 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm 
Cats The musical  
Clay Center, Charleston, WV

March 22, 2023 @ 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm 
River Dance 25th Anniversary 
Clay Center, Charleston, WV

Monthly Status Report (MSR)
December 2022

CO: FCapt Mary Francen
XO: Cmdr Stephen Richard
Crew Count:11
Promotions: 
Ensign Jon Nelson Promoted to LT JG
2LT Andy Clifton promoted to Marine Capt.
Events/activities:

12/1/2022 added another partner for our charity work. A
local BBQ restaurant who will be helping not only for our
2023 Toys for Tots but also will be providing us with two
full meals to give to our two families that we adopted this
year. 

Another Member is starting to take Academy classes.
Total of three members doing academy. 

We were challenged by the R1 ship USS Aequitas to a
friendly challenge since we are the only two Crossfield
ships. Starting on December 5 at midnight EST and run-
ning till Jan 1 midnight EST. 3 members of each crew will
take academy classes. top one wins bragging rights
between the two ships. The final count will be listed
below!

We donated gifts and food supplies to one local family
through a church one of our members is the pastor of.
This included the Christmas dinner which was supplied
by a local BBQ restaurant that I am friends with the
owner. 

Our Christmas family we supported this year were truly
touched by the gifts received. Listed below is the Away 
Mission Report.

*Start Report* (report is listed above)

This family was a single mom and her daughter. The
mom had been attacked by a dog earlier in the year and
had been off from work for a while, then only doing short
term while she healed.

Helping those in need is one of the key callings of
STARFLEET and certainly the way that Gene had want-
ed to develop our world into.

We were not able to do a great deal in the way of donat-
ing toys for the Toys for Tots drive this year. This will be
on one of our major drives in 2023, with the Toys for Tots
Challenge, Something we would love to extend through-
out ALL of FLEET!

Final count of the Crossfield Class Academy challenge
from December 5th at midnight till Jan 1 at Midnight.
There were a total of three people taking classes, our
total for this time was:137 academy classes taken. For
the whole month of December the Total classes taken

was 169 <Continued next Page>

Cooking In Space
Defured Tribbles (Porcupines Meatballs)
Porcupines are meatballs with rice baked
in a tomato sauce. 
• 1 pound lean ground beef 
• 1/2 cup uncooked long-grain rice 
• 1/2 cup water 
• 1/4 cup chopped onion 
• 1 teaspoon salt 
• 1/8 teaspoon garlic powder 
• 1/2 teaspoon seasoned salt 
• 1/8 teaspoon pepper 
• 1 large can (15 ounces) tomato
sauce 
• 2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce 
• 1/2 cup water 

Mix the ground beef, rice, 1/2 cup of water,
the chopped onion, , salt, garlic powder,
seasoned salt, and pepper. Shape the
mixture by tablespoons into 1 1/2-inch
meatballs. Heat 1 tablespoon vegetable oil
in a large skillet and cook the meatballs
over medium heat until brown; drain off
excess grease. Add tomato sauce, remain-
ing 1/2 cup water, and Worcestershire
sauce; heat to boiling. Reduce the heat,
cover, and simmer for 35 to 45 minutes.

We do them in the oven  

Serve over rice or noodles

If you want to write an article for our news
letter please reach out to us 

@ ussmountaineer@gmail.com

We can let you know the deadlines and
other info you may need for this. 

Topics can be anything Sci-Fi, science,
humanitarian, or even sci-fi short stories,
roleplay scenarios, or even your own
character bio rather fact or fictional char-
acters.

STARFLEET Special Ops (SFSO)

There comes a time when you must use
other resources to achieve a goal. SFSO
are those other resources

To provide reconnaissance for future
ground and aerialstrikes.

To provide advanced intelligence for mili-
tary planning.

To assist indigenous people with training
to defend themselves and act as a force
multiplier.

To act as specialized Hostage Rescue
Teams.

To act as forces to take back captured
ships and bases.

To infiltrate enemy positions and remove
key leadership forces.

To demolish covertly, the enemy’s ability to
communicate among its forces.

To provide training for deep cover intelli-
gence agents

STARFLEET Special Operations is a
branch of the Federation charged with
small unit military and intelligence opera-
tions vital to the Federation's interests. To
do this, members of SFSO are called per-
atives and can be organized into small
twelve-man teams with select mission pro-
files to best utilize their skills and abilities.
These teams can be broken down further
into two six-man, four three-man or three
four-man teams to complete the missions.
Special Operations is an all-volunteer
force, drawn from both STARFLEET and
STARFLEET Marine  Corps, with many of
its Operatives being combat veterans or
experienced Intelligence agents or ana-
lysts.  Operatives of the STARFLEET
Special Operations take great pride in
being part of their organization. Special
Operations Units are trained to get in
silently, carry out the task, and get out
without being seen, and as  such, they are
rarely in the thick of the fight, but rather
are somewhere off to the side, providing
targeting  information, or providing dam-
age assessments after a strike. Each
SpecOps Operative is chosen for their
intelligence, ability to work alone or in a
team, their ability to maintain  their cool
under fire, and the ability to get the job
done, no matter what the cost.  Since
Special Operations missions often take
place outside the Federation, or at
hotspots inside the Federation,  the ability
to blend in and a proficiency with lan-
guages is desired. The typical Spec Ops
Operative is highly intelligent, physically fit,
and is endowed with above average sur-
vival and weapons skills.
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The Academy work for December
This month, the academy work took on a
new little side effect. We were challenged
to a little friendly match from our sister
ship the USS Aequitas. From December
5th at Midnight till January 1st at Midnight
to see who could take the most classes.
This is the full list of all that was taken this
time I will define at the end what the totals
was for the actual dates as there were
some taken before that time period.
Stephen Richard
SFMC Aerospace (AE)
AE-291 HONORS
AE-295 PASS

SFMC Combat Engineer (CE)
CE-100 HONORS
CE-120 PASS
CE-111 HONORS
CE-152 PASS
CE-212 PASS
CE-220 DISTINCTION
CE-201 PASS
CE-301 HONORS

IOMA - College of Emergency Medical Services
IOMA CEMS 102a - Basic First Aid Part 1 DISTINCTION
IOMA CEMS 102b - Basic First Aid Part 2 HONORS
IOMA CEMS 102c - Basic First Aid part 3 HONORS

IOMOS - COAA - School of Arms
WPN 104 - Ammunition Identification DISTINCTION
WPN 109 - Non-Lethal Weapons DISTINCTION

IOMOS - CSOR - College of SpecOps Resources
EQPT 106 - Optics & Sensors HONORS
EQPT 107 - Ground Transportation DISTINCTION

IOMOS - CSOR - School of SpecOps Defense
DEFT 102a - Medium Range Techniques HONORS
DEFT 103 - Natural Weapons DISTINCTION
DEFT 102b - Medium Range Techniques I IHONORS
DEFT 104a - Defensive Techniques Against Weapons
HONORS
DEFT 105 - Knife, Rope & Stick Combat HONORS
DEFT 106 - Defensive Techniques HONORS
DEFT 104b - Defensive Techniques Against Weapons II
DISTINCTION

IOMOS - CSOS - College of SpecOps Specialties
OPS 107 - Psychological Operations DISTINCTION
OPS 108 - Ambush Operations DISTINCTION
OPS 110 - Night Operations DISTINCTION
OPS 111 - Pathfinder Operations DISTINCTION
OPS 112 - Strike Operations HONORS
OPS 113 - How to Attack & Clear Buildings DISTINC-
TION
OPS 114 - Peacekeeing Operations HONORS
OPS 103 - Counter Insurgency Ops Pt. 1 DISTINCTION
OPS 104 - Counter Insurgency Ops Pt. 2 DISTINCTION
OPS 105 - Counter Insurgency Operations pt 3 HON-
ORS
OPS 106 - Counter Insurgency Operations Pt. 4 HON-
ORS
OPS 109 - Counter-Guerilla Ops in Convential Conflicts
DISTINCTION

IOMOS - CSOT - College of SpecOps Training
CAMO 103 - Camouflage & Concealment DISTINCTION
CAMO 102b - Avoiding Detection Part 2 HONORS
CAMO 108 - Individual Camouflages Pt 1 DISTINCTION
CAMO 109 - Individual Camouflages Pt 2 HONORS
CSOT 102a - Advanced Survival Training, Basic Survival
Medicine DISTINCTION
CAMO 104 - Defensive Operations DISTINCTION
CAMO 105 - High Value Targets DISTINCTION
CAMO 106 - Special Environments DISTINCTION
CAMO 107 - Requirements & Procedures PASS
DMS 104P - Parachute Methods Pt 1 HONORS
RPL 101 - Rappelling Equipment DISTINCTION
RPL 102 - Rappelling Pt 1 DISTINCTION
DMS 105P - Parachute Methods Pt 2 HONORS
DMS 106P - Parachute Equipment DISTINCTION
DMS 107S - Subsurface Methods DISTINCTION
CAMO 110a - Obscurants Pt. 1 DISTINCTION
CAMO 110b - Obscurants Pt.2 PASS
RPL 103 - Rappelling Pt. 2 HONORS
DMS 110H - Heloborne Assault pt 1 DISTINCTION
DMS 111H - Heloborne Assault Pt 2 HONORS
SEAR 101 - Checklist DISTINCTION
SEAR 102 - Evasion DISTINCTION
RPL 104 - Infiltration & Exfiltration HONORS
RPL 105 - Fast Rope Techniques DISTINCTION
CAMO 111a - Obscurants Pt. 3 HONORS
TRA 101 - Natural Terrain Pt 1 DISTINCTION
TRA 103 - Natural Terrain Pt 2 DISTINCTION
CAMO 111b - Obscurants Pt. 4D ISTINCTION

IOSS - College of Orbital Mechanics
COOM 101 Laws of Motion and orbits DISTINCTION
COOM 102 Obtaining an Orbit HONORS (Next Column)

COOM 103 Types of Orbits part 1 DISTINCTION
COOM 104 Types of Orbits part 2 DISTINCTION
COOM 105 Trajectories DISTINCTION
COOM 106 Orbital Parameters and elements part 1 DIS-
TINCTION
COOM 107 Orbital Parameters and elements part 2
HONORS
COOM 108 Orbital Parameters and elements part 3 DIS-
TINCTION
COOM 109 Orbital Rendevous DISTINCTION

IOSS - College of Space Equipment
EPS 101 - Escape Pod Users Guide HONORS
EPS 102 - Planetary Survival DISTINCTION
EPS 103 - Escape Pod Identification DISTINCTION
EPS 201.1 - Escape Pod Tech I DISTINCTION
EPS 201.2 - Escape Pod Tech II HONORS
EPS 201.3 - Escape Pod Tech III DISTINCTION
SSE 102 - EVA Suits DISTINCTION
SSE 103 - Space Suit Requirements DISTINCTION
SSE 104 - Space suit Design HONORS
SSE 105 - Space Suit identification PASS

IOTK - College of Laser Technology
COLT 101 - Lasers part 1 DISTINCTION
COLT 102 - Lasers part 2 HONORS

IOTK - College of Plasma Technology
CPT 101 - States of Matter DISTINCTION
CPT 102 - States of Plasma DISTINCTION

IPSS - College of Survival Studies (IOPFR:COSS)
ASV 100A - Attitude for Survival DISTINCTION
MSS 102 - Advanced Mapping DISTINCTION
MSS 103 - Compasses & GPS HONORS
ASV 100C - Survival Myths HONORS
ASV 100B - Basics of Cold Weather Survival DISTINC-
TION
MSS 104 - Map Usage DISTINCTION
MSS 105 - Land Navigation DISTINCTION
MSS 110 - Celestial Navigation DISTINCTION

SFMC Leadership Development (LD)
LD-101 Introduction to Leadership HONORS
LD-102 Leadership Defined DISTINCTION
LD-103 Types & Styles of Leadership HONORS
LD-104 Character Presence & Intelligence HONORS
LD-105 Performance Indicators HONORS
LD-200 Advanced Leadership Studies HONORS
LD-211 Leadership in Action HONORS

SFMC Officer Development (OD)
OD-100 PASS
OD102 - Basic Officer Development 2 HONORS
OD104 - Operational Abbreviations HONORS
OD106 - Staff Abbreviations PASS
OD-201 HONORS
OD-151 HONORS
OD-161 HONORS
OD-171 HONORS
OD-181 - Intermediate Officer HONORS

Jonathan Nelson
IOAE - College of Superheroes
BMN 101 - Batman (1989) DISTINCTION
BMN 102 - Batman Returns (1992) HONORS
BMN 103 - Batman Forever (1995) DISTINCTION
BMN 104 - Batman & Robin (1997) PASS

IOAS - College of Borg Technology (IOAS:COBT)
COBT 101 - General Knowledge of Borg HONORS
COBT 102 - General Knowledge of Borg 2 PASS
COBT 103 - Designations Part 1 PASS

IOIE - College of Bond, James Bond (CBJB)
BJB 101 - Dr. NoD ISTINCTION

IOLS - STARFLEET Command College (IOLS:SFCC)
OTS PASS
OCC HONORS

IOMA - College of Medical Studies
CMED 117a - Psychiatry and Psychology part 1 DIS-
TINCTION

IOMA - School of Abnormal Psychology
ABN 101 Abnormal Psychology Defined HONORS
ABN 100 History of Abnormal Psychology PASS

IOMOS - CSOR - College of SpecOps Resources
COMM 101 - Introduction DISTINCTION

IOSTS - College of Starship Operations (IOMS:COSO)
CSO-107 - Bridge Operations DISTINCTION

Andy Clifton
SFMC Combat Engineer (CE)
CE-152 DISTINCTION
CE-201 PASS
CE-212 DISTINCTION
CE-220 DISTINCTION

IOAS - College of Borg Technology (IOAS:COBT)
COBT 101 - General Knowledge of Borg DISTINCTION

<next Page>

<MSR Continued>
Comments:
A member who signed up in August has yet to get his
SCC number. None of renewed or new members are
getting confirmation and information about their account.
So far none of our Renews or new members have gotten
ANY emails or notices that their accounts are active.

Trying to get class records for one of our Fleet Captains
on the ship, it does not show that they took OTC/OCC
and other medical things as he is the CMO, there was a
mix up where another SCC was created with the rank
captain years ago. His former CO and RC in Region 7 is
also trying to get this figured out as well and I am helping
from this direction. Finally done!

Disagree with the R1 policy regarding the unassigned
membership list. It does little good to say only the R1
staff can contact a member on the unassigned list.
Before we knew this we had reached out to a person,
and they have joined out ship. To restrict this to only R1
Staff having the authority to do this, is a serious lack of
communication between membership for a ship. The
easy fix is if they do not want contact then they put "Do
not contact" in the Suffix area instead of SR, JR I II. Or
assign them to a derelict ship. I know that other regions
do not have such an totally backward rule. There are
people in Region one unsigned that are not even in the
Region 1 area. So, they should get moved to the unas-
signed in the region they should be in. 

There seems to be a great deal of back-room dealings
going on here in Region 1. There is a very distinct clique.
and really evidence that you cannot have an opinion or
like/dislike about things without someone wanting to take
you out of the group. Rights to Free speech seem 
to be secondary.

Still not on the R1 website. We were launched 2022-10-
04 and now its 2022-12-04 and still not on the R1 web-
site. 3 months. Even if minimal details were to be listed.
Took as long to get onto the R1 CO/XO Facebook and
listserv. Finally, 12/5 added to the website. This should
not be on just one person to do.

When we tried to get people interested in the November
CO/XO meeting for a region wide 2023 Toys for Tots
challenge. You could hear crickets chirping. 

We are ready for our final Commissioning. We have our
11 crew, we have our manual, we have our newsletters,
we have our flyers, we have our website, we have our
command staff, we have started a SFMC group, and the
XO is doing the SFSO, we have added Pet Fleet, our XO
has already gained awards both from the Academy and
SFI We are for all purposes READY! From being
launched in Early October 2023, to being fully opera-
tional and ready for commissioning by January 2023. In
only 4 months we have reached and exceed every mile-
stone and goal. We are ready, now just must wait till the
end of April. Can we do it now?? The VRR Request has
been sent as of 12/20/2022 to our support ship. I see no
reason this should not be pushed through we are operat-
ing already has a fully commissioned ship.

XO took Institute of Space Studies (IOSS)College of
Space Equipment School of Escape Pods EPS 101 -
Escape Pod Users Guide had a score of 19/20 but cert
printed out was only Pass, emailed director on 12/10 and
he said he would look at it. But Still have not heard any-
thing back emailed again on 12/13 still no answer from
Dean Rogers.

XO submitted request for Callsign under SFMC AE
classes 12/13, has not received any confirmation that
this is completed. Message was acknowledged on 12/13.
But no response as to being active.

Could the above be because the SFMC Request activa-
tion is still not fully processed at Forcecom level?

XO took Institute of Space Studies (IOSS)College of
Space Equipment/School of Space Suits and
Equipment/SSE 101 Space Suits Overview on December
10th, along with other SSE classes, everything is in the
DB except SSE 101, emailed director on December 19
through Moodle. no answer yet on getting that added. 

Per discussion during R1 End of the year meeting from
incoming CS, due to the new database transfer coming,
made sure all our members had their own email address.
only one who is a 4-year-old family member needed to
do updated from his dad's email to another email
address for his dad. 

We have started purchasing our toys already for the
2023 Toys for Tots drive.

Still no contact from the USS Yeager NCC 61893 which
is in WV with us in Region 1. RC says they are sending
MSR's. Thinking about sending a letter to them USPS to
the address listed in the DB through the Region VR. 



<December Acadamy courses continued) 
IOLS - College of Chapter Development (IOLS:COCD)
COCD-101 - Recruiting & Retention 101 DISTINCTION
COCD-102 - Understanding Technology & Social Media
HONORS
COCD-103 - Introduction to Virtual Events PASS

IOLS - STARFLEET Data Protection Policy
SFDPP 101 - SFDPP Pt 1 DISTINCTION
SFDPP 102 - SFDPP Pt 2 HONORS

IOMA CSMP- College of Medical Personnel
CSMP 103a Crusher part 1 HONORS
CSMP 103b Crusher part 2 HONORS

IOMOS - CSOR - College of SpecOps Resources
EQPT 102 - Rations HONORS
EQPT 103 - Body Armor DISTINCTION
EQPT 104 - Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) DISTINC-
TION
EQPT 105 - Special Operations Aircraft DISTINCTION
EQPT 106 - Optics & Sensors HONORS
EQPT 107 - Ground Transportation DISTINCTION
EQPT 108 - SEAL Delivery Vehicles (SDVs) DISTINC-
TION
EQPT 109a - Animals in a Disaster, Part 1 HONORS
EQPT 109b - Animals in a Disaster, Part 2 DISTINCTION

IOMOS - CSOT - College of SpecOps Training
CAMO 101 - Detection DISTINCTION

IOMOS - CSOU - College of SpecOps Units
RANG 101 - History & Tradition DISTINCTION

IOSC - College of Ecology
ECOL 101 History of Ecology Part 1 DISTINCTION
ECOL 102 History of Ecology Part 2 DISTINCTION
ECOL 103 History of Ecology Part 3 DISTINCTION

IOSS - College of Spaceflight
APPO 101 - Apollo 1HONORS
APPO 102 - Apollo 2DISTINCTION

IOSTS - College of Star Trek Rank & Insignia
IOSTS:CORI-101 ENT Rank Recognition DISTINCTION
IOSTS:CORI-102 TOS Rank Recognition DISTINCTION
IOSTS:CORI-103 TNG Early Rank Recognition DIS-
TINCTION

IOSTS - College of Starship Operations (IOMS:COSO)
CSO-101 - Flight Operations DISTINCTION

IOTK - College of Laser Technology
COLT 101 - Lasers part 1 HONORS

IPSS - College of Survival Studies (IOPFR:COSS)
PTS 102A - Fire Safety Studies 1 DISTINCTION
PTS 102B - Fire Safety Studies 2 DISTINCTION
PTS 103 - Emergency Sanitation HONORS

Professional Development (PD)
PD-201 HONORS
PD-150 HONORS

Support (SU)
SU-100 - Support Basic Course DISTINCTION
SU-110 - Basic MOS Familiarization Course DISTINC-
TION

Unit Officers School (UOS)
UOS-100 PASS
UOS-200 PASS
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What did the XO Take
As your XO I decided to take all 13 of the
Bridge Officer Certifications.  So I decided
I would list on each issue starting from the
bottom of the list and working up to show
you what classes were taken to get this
completed.

Along the way I will discuss what each job
is listed as being.

Counselor
Throughout the history of Trek there have
been those who have provided Counselor
help to those in need

Courses taken to get this will be listed
below and a brief example of what each
class is meant to be. After each class I will
list the grade I got for them.
(continued on next page)

The SFA Grading Scale, used for all SFA
exams, is as follows:
100 = Distinction
99-90 = Honors     
89-70 = Pass
So you know what it took to get them.
---------------------------------------------------------
OTS - Officer Training School 
Officer Training School (OTS) will help
members learn basic information about
STARFLEET.
Taken 8/24/2022 Grade: Pass
---------------------------------------------------------
OCC - Officer Command Course (OCC)
will expand the student's knowledge of
STARFLEET as an organization
Taken 8/27 Grade: Pass
--------------------------------------------------------
COM 101 - Interspecies Interaction
Taken 10/13/2022 Grade: Honors
---------------------------------------------------------
CSO 107 - Bridge Operations
Taken 10/10/2022 Grade: Distinction
---------------------------------------------------------
COBT 101 - General Knowledge of Borg
Taken 10/21/2022 Grade: Honors
---------------------------------------------------------
COBT 102 - General Knowledge of Borg 2
Taken 10/21/2022 Grade: Distinction
---------------------------------------------------------
COC 104 - Cardassian Obsidian Order
Taken 10/24/2022 Grade: Pass
--------------------------------------------------------:
DRM 101 - Dream Interpretation 1
Taken 10/13/2022 Grade: Distinction
---------------------------------------------------------
FLBS 101 - Flashbacks Pt. 1
Taken 10/13/2022 Grade: Honors
---------------------------------------------------------
SCM 101 - Stress & Coping Mechanism 1
Taken 11/10/2022 Grade: Honors
---------------------------------------------------------
COUNSELOR Certification:
Awarded: 11/01/2022

Star Trek and its images and references
are owned and copyrighted by Paramount.
We claim no ownership of any graphics
which include direct images that may be
seen in movies, tv, or ad publications.

<Simulation contiued from Issue #2>
I am very thankful for that this crew has
come together in such a way, it's funny
that TARA could fully operate this ship
without the help of any of the crew, but as
such certain rules prohibit such things from
happening. 
From what I have gathered based upon
the things that the crew from Discovery
has said in conversation this rule was
most likely put into place because of the
problems they dealt with Control when
they left their original time to travel to the
future. 
I know there was a lot of concern over
Zora at first, but it appears that the crew is
very well conformable with her now. Just
as this crew is starting to feel very comfort-
able with TARA.
But I need to refocus myself back to the
data on my display. Because sometime
that training sim will start. And for who
knows how long things will be very crazy. 
Looking around the bridge at the different
stations being manned, it is amazing the
wide variety of crew that we have. All top
notch! 
For a brief second, I was on another much
older ship at an engineering console on
the bridge. Then I was back on the bridge
of Mountaineer. I hate those stupid flash-
back seconds to my experience aboard a
ship that was destroyed.
As the fog cleared the rest of the way
there was a beep on the tactical console,
as I looked toward the person manning the
position, they were actively checking sen-
sors.
"Commander Richard, We have something
out there, but I cannot get a full read on it
yet."
"Ok keep me advised, and let's go to yel-
low alert just in case" 
In the back of my mind, I am wondering if
this is the sim or something else.  Either
way its business and protocols as normal. 


